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4MARKOV’S PRINCIPLE, CHURCH’S THESIS
AND LINDEL\"OF’S THEOREM
Abstract. The principal results of this paper are: in constructive mathematics
(1) the theorem “Mappings from a complete metric space into a metric space
are sequentially continuous” can be proved using a disjunctive form of $Church\prime s$
thesis only, and (2) the theorem $E_{Ve1}y$ open cover of a complete separable metric
space has an enumerable subcover:: can be proved using the Extended Chulch $s$
Thesis only; $Malkov’s$ principle is not needed.
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5In constructivc mathmatics which is formalizcd by, for cxamplc $EL+AC_{0}\rceil$ thc
extcndcd Church’s thesis, where $A$ is almost ncgative:
$ECT_{0}$ . $\forall x(Axarrow\exists yBxy)arrow\exists\approx\forall x$ ( $Axarrow\exists u$ ( $T_{\sim}^{\sim}xn$ A $B(x,$ $Uu)$ ))
yields, in combination with Markov’s principlc:
MP. $\forall c$} $[\neg\neg\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0)arrow\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0)]$ ,
intercsting mathcmatical consequenccs, in particular thc KLST-theorem ([3. Chaptcr
9], [6, 7.2.11])
Assuming $ECT_{0}+MP$ . all mappings from complete separable metric spaces
into metric spaces are continuous
and a version of Lindcl\"of’s theorem ([3, Thcorcm 1, 9.3]. [6, 7.2.15])
$Ass$uming $ECT_{0}+MP$ . every open cover of a complete separable mctric
space has an enumerable subcover.
Rccently, the author invcstigatcd thc intcrrclation bctwccn a weak vcrsion of Markov $s$
principle:
WMP. $\forall\alpha[\forall\beta(\neg\neg\exists r\iota(\beta n\neq 0)\vee\neg\neg\exists r\iota(\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\beta n=0))arrow\exists\gamma\iota(\alpha n\neq 0)]$
and ccrtain continuity principles $[1, 2]$ .
In this papcr, wc shall show that MP is cquivalcnt to WMP and a disjunctivc vcrsion
of Markov’s principle:
$MP^{\vee}$ . $\forall\alpha\beta[\neg\neg\exists r\iota(\alpha n\neq 0\vee\beta n\neq 0)arrow\neg\urcorner\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0)\vee\urcorner\neg\exists n(\beta n\neq 0)]$ ,
and that thc lcsscr limitcd principlc of omnisciencc, herc wc call it SEP according to
$[\check{o}, 6]$ :
SEP. $\forall\alpha\beta[\neg\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0\vee\beta n\neq 0)arrow\urcorner\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0)\vee\neg\exists n(\beta n\neq 0)]$
$\rceil$ For detailed $\exp o$sition of EL and AC, see $[5, 6]$ ; also we follow notations and convensions in $[5, 6]$ ;
for example $a,$ $\wedge\prime 7,$ $\gamma,$ $\delta$ range over $Narrow N$.
6implics $MP^{\vee}$ . (WMP and $MP^{\vee}$ is cquivalcnt to WLPE and LLPE in [4], rcspcctivcly:
scc [2] and comparc $MP^{\vee}$ and [4, Thcorcm 4.1 $(j)$ ]. So thcsc rcsults corrcspond to thc
rcsults in [4].) Thcn wc shall provc that WMP is dcrivablc from Church’s thcsis for
disjunctions:
$CT_{0}^{\vee}$ . $\forall x(Ax\vee Bx)arrow\exists\alpha\in TREC\forall x((0^{\cdot}x=0arrow Ax)\wedge(\alpha x\neq 0arrow Bx))$ ,
So assnming $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ , MP is cquivalcnt to $MP^{\vee}$ . Using thcsc rcsults wc shall provc
Assuming $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ . all mappings $fi\cdot om$ complete metric spaces into metric spaces
are sequentially continuous
and
Assuming $ECT_{0}$ . any open cover of a complete separable metric space has
an enumerablc subcover.
Now wc turn to our first rcsult [4].
Proposition 1
(1) $MP\Leftrightarrow WMP+MP^{\vee};$
(2) $SEP\Rightarrow MP^{\vee}$ .
Proof. (1). It is casy to scc that $MP\Rightarrow WMP+MP^{\vee}$ . $\prime To$ scc thc convcrse, lct $\alpha$ bc
such that $\neg\urcorner\exists r\iota(\alpha n\neq 0)$ . and for arbitrary $\beta$ dcfinc $\gamma$ by
$\wedge,,\prime n$ $:=\{\begin{array}{l}1if\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\beta n=00oth_{C1}\backslash visc\end{array}$
Thcn $\neg\neg\exists n(\beta_{7l}\neq 0\vee\wedge,/n\neq 0)$ . Appling $MP^{\vee}$ , wc havc
$\neg\neg\exists r\iota(\beta n\neq 0)\vee\neg\neg\exists r\iota(\wedge,\prime n\neq 0)$
or
$\neg\neg\exists r\iota(\beta r\iota\neq 0)_{\urcorner\neg}\exists r\iota(\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\beta n=0)$ .
7Sincc $\beta$ is arbitrary, wc havc $\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0)$ by WMP.
(2). Lct $\alpha$ and $\beta$ bc such that $\neg\urcorner\exists r\iota(\alpha n\neq 0\vee\beta n\neq 0)$ . and dcfinc $\wedge$ ’ and $\delta$ by
$\gamma n$ $:=$ $\{\begin{array}{l}1if\forall i<n(a\cdot i=0\wedge\beta i=0)\wedge\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\beta n=00othcr\backslash visc\prime.\cdot\end{array}$
.
$\delta n$ $:=$ $\{\begin{array}{l}1if\forall i<n(\mathfrak{a}\cdot i=0\wedge\theta i=0)\wedge\alpha n=0\wedge\betan\neq 00othcrwisc_{\backslash }\end{array}$
Thcn $\urcorner(\exists\gamma\iota(\wedge,\prime n\neq 0)\wedge\exists\gamma\iota(\delta n\neq 0))$ . Hcncc cithcr $\urcorner\exists n(\wedge,\prime n\neq 0)$ or $\neg\exists n(\delta n\neq 0)$ by
SEP. In thc formcr c&sc, if $\neg\exists rl(\beta n\neq 0)$ , thcn $\urcorner\exists r\iota(\alpha n\neq 0)$ , a contradiction: hcncc
$\neg\neg\exists n(\beta n\neq 0)$ . Similarly, in thc lattcr casc, wc havc $\neg\urcorner\exists\gamma\iota(\alpha n\neq 0)$ . $\square$
Lemma 1 $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ proves
$\forall x(\neg\neg\exists r\iota Txxn\vee Ax)arrow\exists y(\exists r\iota Tyyn\wedge Ay)$.
Proof. Assumc $\forall x(\urcorner\neg\exists r\iota Txxn\vee Ax)$ and apply $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ . $Thcn$ wc find a total rccursivc
$\wedge J$ such that
$\forall x$ ( $(\wedge j\prime x=0arrow\neg\urcorner\exists r\iota Txxn)$ A $(\wedge j\prime x\neq 0arrow Ax)$ ).
Lct $\{y\}$ bc a partial rccursivc function such that
$\gamma x\neq 0$ $rightarrow$ $\exists r\iota Tyxn$ .
and supposc that $\gamma y=0$ . Thcn $\neg\urcorner\exists r\iota Tyyn$ and $\urcorner\exists nTyyn$ , a contradiction. Hcncc
$\gamma y\neq 0$ and thcrcforc $\exists nTyyn$ and $Ay$ . $\square$
Proposition 2 Assuming $CT_{0}^{v_{j}}$ WMP holds.
Proof. Lct thc $\beta$ in $\forall\beta(\urcorner\urcorner\exists 7\iota(\beta n\neq 0)\vee\urcorner\neg\exists 7l(\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\beta n=0))$ rangc ovcr thc
charactcristic function of Txxn as prcdicatc in $n$ . Thcn
$\forall x(\neg\urcorner\exists\gamma\iota Txxn\vee\neg\neg\exists n(\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\urcorner Txxn))$ .
8Apply Lcmma 1. Thcn wc find $y$ such that
$\exists 7lTyyn\wedge\urcorner\urcorner\exists 7\iota(\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\neg Tyyrl)$ .
Choosc $7b$ so that $Tyyr\iota$ and supposc that $\forall k<n(\alpha k=0).$ Thcn $\neg\exists\gamma\iota(\alpha n\neq 0\wedge\urcorner Tyyr\iota)$,
a contradiction. Hcncc $\exists k<n(\alpha k\neq 0)$ . $\square$
Theorem 1 Assuming $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ . MP is equivalent to $MP^{\vee}$ .
Proof. By Proposition 1 (1) and Proposition 2. $\square$
Theorem 2 Assuming $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ , all mappings from complete metric spaces into metric
spaces are sequentially continuous.
Proof. By $CT_{0}^{\vee}\Rightarrow\neg\forall$-PEM $([i^{\vee})$ , Corollary 1, 4.3.4]), Proposition 2, and [2. Corollary
1].
Lct $\wedge\prime YI\equiv(X.\rho)$ bc a complctc scparablc mctric spacc with basis $\langle p_{n}\rangle_{n}$ . Lct $\{x\}$ bc
a total rccursivc function such that
$A_{M}(x):=\forall n(\rho(p\{x\}(n)\cdot p_{\{x\}(n.+1)})<2^{-n.-1})):$
, $(*)$
wc writc $[x]_{M}$ for $\lim\{p_{\{x\}(n)}\rangle_{n}$ .
If $\wedge\prime fI_{0}$ $:=\{y\in R:y>0\}$ with mctric inhcritcd from $R$, wc lct
$S_{n}$ $:=U([j_{\rceil}r\iota]_{M_{0}}, [j_{2}r\iota]_{M})$ :
hcrc $U(r, c)$ dcnotcs thc opcn ball with radius $r$ and cctcr $c$ , and $j_{\rceil}.j_{2}$ arc thc projcctions
for thc pairing $j(x, y)$ .
Hcrc and in thc scqucl, thc usc of thc notation $[x]_{M}$ is tacitly takcn to imply that
$x$ satisfics $(^{*})$ .
A partial rccursivc a is said to bc effective covering of open sheres of Af if
$\forall[x]_{M}(E(\alpha x)\wedge[x]_{M}\in S_{\alpha x})$ .
9Proposition 3 Assuming $CT_{0}^{\vee}$ . every effective covering of open spheres of a complete
sepamble metric space has an enumerable subcover.
Proof. Lct $\{p_{n}\}_{n}$ bc a basis for a complctc scparablc mctric spacc $\wedge’\dagger^{l/}I$ . Wc put




Lct $R$ bc thc r.c. prcdicatc dcfincd by
$R(x, y)$ $:=\exists k[Tyyk\wedge\forall i\leq kE\gamma(x.y, i)\wedge\forall i<k(\rho(p_{\wedge}f(x,y.i),p_{\wedge}j(x,y,i+1))<2^{-i-1})]$ .
So if $R(x, y)$ , thcn $A_{M}(\wedge J\rceil(x, y))$ . Lct $\delta_{\rceil}$ cnumcratc $\{j(x, y);R(x, y)\}$ , and put
$\delta_{7\gamma\iota:=}\bigwedge_{\rceil},’(j_{\rceil}(\delta_{\rceil}rn),j_{2}(\delta_{\rceil}rr\iota))$ .
Lct a bc an cffcctivc covcring. Thcn
$A_{M}(x)arrow\forall y[E(\alpha(\gamma_{\rceil}(x,y)))\wedge[\wedge J\rceil(x,y)]_{M}\in S_{\alpha(\wedge}jt(x,y))]$ .
Wc shall provc that $\{S_{\alpha(\delta m.)} : m\in N\}$ is a covcring. To scc this, lct $r\cdot x$ $;=j_{\rceil}(\alpha x)$ and
$cx:=j_{2}(0^{\cdot}x)$ , and assumc that $A_{M}(x).$ Thcn
$\forall y[\rho([x]_{M}, [\gamma_{\rceil}(x.y)]_{M})>0arrow\exists r\iota Tyyn]$
and
$\forall y[\rho([x]_{\iota r}l’[\wedge j’1(x, y)]_{M})<r(\wedge\prime^{\prime\rceil}’(x, y))-p([\gamma_{\rceil}(x.y)]_{M}, [c(\wedge,\prime 1(x, y))]_{M})arrow[x]_{M}\in S_{\alpha((x,y))}\wedge j1]:$,
hcncc
$\forall y(\exists\gamma\iota Tyyn\vee[x]_{M}\in S_{\alpha(\cdot(.x,y))}7\uparrow)$ .
Apply Lcmma 1. Thcn wc $find\approx suc1_{1}$ that
$\exists nT\approx\approx n\wedge[x]_{M}\in:S_{\alpha(\wedge}j\ddagger(T,\approx))$ .
and thcrcforc $R(x, \approx)$ . Hcncc $\alpha\delta$ is an cnumcrablc subcovcring of $\alpha$ . $\square$
10
Theorem 3 Assuming $ECT_{0}$ . any open cover of a complete separable metric space has
an enumerable subcover.
Proof. Similar to thc proof of [6, Thcorcm 7.2.15] using Proposition 3. $\square$
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